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Abstract

Artificial neural networks have been shown significant performance in various image-to-image conversion tasks. However, complex
conversions often require a large number of images for model training. Therefore, we propose a convolutional model for image-
to-image conversions using a pipeline of simpler image processing modules. To verify our proposed approach, we use a document
image binarization as the task. Document image binarization is an important process that affects the accuracy of document analysis
and recognition. In this paper, we propose a novel document binarization method called Cascading Modular U-Nets (CMU-Nets).
CMU-Nets consist of pre-trained modular modules useful for overcoming the problem of a shortage of training images. We also
propose a novel cascading scheme for improving overall cascading model performance. We verify the proposed model on all
available Document Image Binarization Competition (DIBCO) and the Handwritten-DIBCO (H-DIBCO) datasets.
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1. Introduction

Recently, various types of image-to-image conversion tasks
are realized by artificial neural networks (ANN) [1, 2]. These
tasks have been traditionally tackled by image filters [3], thresh-
olding operations [4], morphological operations [5], etc. While5

huge research effort has been done using those heuristic meth-
ods, it might still be difficult to get accurate conversion results
due to the underlying difficulty. In contrast, recent ANN-based
methods have achieved state-of-the-art results. ANNs-based
methods are able to be trained by using sufficient input-output10

training image pairs without the use of handcrafted features.
To train ANNs for accurate image-to-image conversion, it

is often necessary to prepare enough data. For example, to con-
duct complex and specific image-to-image conversions, such as
historical document image analysis and biomedical image anal-15

ysis, a sufficient number of images are required to train ANNs.
However, for some tasks, it is not always easy to gather enough
data. Therefore, many researchers utilize data augmentation to
solve this problem [6, 7]. However, data augmentation is not
always effective or feasible to acquire.20

In this paper, we propose Cascading Modular U-Nets (CMU-
Nets) to solve the problem of an insufficient amount of training
samples. CMU-Nets are an extension of traditional U-Nets [8]
that are comprised of two main ideas. First, U-Nets are cas-
caded with the proposed inter-module skip-connections. Sec-25

ond, each modular U-Net is trained to realize specific image
processing tasks, such as erosion and histogram-equalization. It
should be emphasized that each modular U-Net can be trained
by using general image datasets that are larger and external to
the CMU-Nets’ task.30

The pre-trained U-Nets are cascaded as modules to realize

the target image-to-image conversion. It should be emphasized
that we can train CMU-Nets with a limited number of training
images because they are pre-trained on general image datasets.
This is useful for tackling complex tasks by using small amount35

of datasets. Furthermore, we design the CMU-Nets using skip-
connections between modules in order to deliver the proper in-
formation for optimal binarization performance. The proposed
CMU-Nets differ from conventional stacked U-Nets, such as
stacked U-Nets in two ways. First, the idea of the proposed40

CMU-Nets is based on the fact that typical (complex) image
processing has been realized by a pipeline of image processing
functions. CMU-Nets employ each U-net as a trainable im-
age processing module. Second, CMU-Nets have inter-module
skip-connections. We will detail these differences in Section 3.45

Although CMU-Nets can be applied to many image-to-image
conversion tasks, we focus on the historical document image
binarization task as a typical complex task that has required
several image processing modules. This binarization task is
not trivial; many researchers have joined worldwide compe-50

titions, called the Document Image Binarization Competition
(DIBCO) [9] and Handwritten-DIBCO (H-DIBCO) [10]. These
competitions are designed to obtain better binarized historical
document images for the later recognition process. Our experi-
mental results demonstrate that CMU-Nets outperform the win-55

ners of the competitions.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• To solve the problem of an insufficient amount of training
samples, we utilize pre-trained U-Net modules in CMU-
Nets. Also, by cascading pre-trained U-Net modules, we60

can tackle complex image processing tasks such as doc-
ument image binarization.
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• We propose the inter-module skip-connections in CMU-
Nets for enhancing the connectivity between pre-trained
U-Net modules.65

• The proposed method achieves state-of-the-art document
image binarization results. We analyze the previous doc-
ument images introduced by DIBCO and H-DIBCO from
2009 to 2018 and demonstrate that the proposed model
can handle document images that include various types70

of noise. Also, we compare the proposed method with
several binarization methods.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews related work for document image analysis and
cascading U-Nets. Section 3 provides a more detailed descrip-75

tion of the proposed model. Section 4 demonstrates quantitative
and qualitative analysis. This analysis is conducted by using all
DIBCO and H-DIBCO datasets. Section 5 mentions ablation
study of CMU-Nets. Finally, Section 6 concludes and describes
future research.80

2. Related work

In this section, we will briefly describe related works in doc-
ument image analysis and cascading U-Nets.

2.1. Document image analysis

The early research of document image analysis had been85

carried out using image processing techniques [11, 12]. In par-
ticular, document image binarization techniques have been re-
searched significantly [13, 14], since they have the advantages
of minimizing of the effects of noise and separating background
area from the foreground [15, 16].90

In 2009, the 1st DIBCO was held [9] and has released about
20 images almost every year since. According to DIBCO and
H-DIBCO, various and novel binarization methods have been
suggested [10, 17, 18]. Early document binarization systems
in DIBCO were implemented by applying conventional image95

processing techniques [9]. These studies focused on explicitly
defining the optimal thresholds. Alternatively, there was the
research that tackles automatically setting the thresholds [4, 12,
19]. However, these conventional approaches have limitations
in their performance. They cannot always be generalized to100

every task. In historical document binarization, the methods
would have to handle unexpected cases such as bleed-through,
fading ink, and paper aging. Moreover, they sometimes rely on
manually-tuned parameters.

To overcome the problems of conventional image process-105

ing techniques, several document binarization systems in recent
DIBCO competitions have been proposed that were based on
ANNs. For example, the winner of DIBCO 2017 utilized a U-
Net model [20]. The winner established two main strategies for
realizing their robust binarization system. First, the winner of110

the DIBCO 2017 put effort into augmenting the data for model
training due to the limitations of contest images provided by
DIBCO. They acquired thousands of document images similar
to contest images and used them for model training. Second,

they implemented a single robust U-Net through optimization115

techniques, various reinforcement strategies, and a tiling cover-
age method instead of a sliding window method in traditional
U-Nets.

In ICDAR 2019, document binarization methods based on
ANNs were introduced. Akbari et al. suggested two-channels120

convolutional networks are trained to classify foreground pix-
els [21]. Their two-channels models utilize original images
and its binarized images by using the structural symmetric pix-
els (SSPs) [22]. Peng et al. suggested multi-resolution attention
Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [23] model [24]. Their125

method infers the probability of text areas by utilizing a multi-
resolution attention model for overcoming conventional docu-
ment binarization methods that adopt hand-craft and empirical
processes. In addition, Mondal et al. suggested a 2D morpho-
logical network by concatenating feature maps that are gener-130

ated by dilated and eroded layers [25]. Hollaus et al. suggested
a multispectral document binarization system inspired by the
U-Net [26]. Their model utilized pre-trained ResNet-50 [27] in
the contracting path of the U-Net for reducing training time and
enhancing segmentation performance. According to these stud-135

ies, document binarization techniques with ANNs have been
demonstrated that they can replace the techniques based on im-
age processing technologies.

However, the limited historical document binarization ground
truth is a challenge for traditional deep learning architectures.140

Because of this difficulty, there are still lots of systems based on
traditional image processing technologies in recent DIBCO. For
example, Mondal et al. suggested an image binarization sys-
tem based on fast Fuzzy C-Means with image processing tech-
niques [28]. Since their system adopts image processing tech-145

niques such as stroke width calculation, SSPs, and Niblack’s
thresholding [29], the system is a learning-free system by con-
trast with ANNs-based systems. Also, the winner of H-DIBCO
2018 [18] is composed of morphological transformations, stroke
width transform (SWT) [30], and Howe’s binarization [31] to150

divide foreground and background pixels. Their system adopted
image post-processing to decrease noise effect and conserve
text stroke connectivity. Even though the H-DIBCO 2018 win-
ner team did not utilize an ANN scheme for building their sys-
tem, they clinched the victory of H-DIBCO 2018.155

2.2. U-Nets and their combinations

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) were suggested by
Lecun et al. in 1998 [32]. After their introduction, CNNs
have accomplished significant results [33, 34]. Furthermore,
CNN was extended to pixel-to-pixel tasks and is traditionally160

used for carrying out semantic segmentation [8, 23, 35]. U-
Net, in particular, was introduced to tackle the semantic seg-
mentation of bio-medical images [8]. U-Net has been shown
to have robust pixel-wise segmented results. Variants of U-
Nets have also been studied to expand 2-dimension operation165

to 3-dimension operations [36], to change the shape of the tra-
ditional U-Net [37], and to suggest a conditional U-Net [38].

In recent times, research on the utilization of multiple U-
Nets has been conducted [39, 40, 41]. In [39], they proposed
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a model designed to diagnose glaucoma effectively. Their pro-170

posed model’s architecture is composed of multiple stacked U-
Nets by using conventional U-Net and residual U-Net (RUN)
blocks. They adopted a method of copying and cropping the
features by simply stacking the features of the contracting path,
which is referred to as using skip-connections. They also adopted175

a method of elastic deformation and weighted cross-entropy
strategies to augment the data. For these steps, they obtain good
segmentation results in glaucoma images. In the case of [40],
stacked U-Net (SUNet) is suggested for solving problems of
complex natural image segmentation. SUNet used customized180

U-Nets modules with outer residual connections. Thus, SUNet
can stack a large number of U-Nets modules by downsizing tra-
ditional U-Nets. In the case of [42], coupled U-Nets (CU-Net)
are proposed by Tang et al. The model coupled each U-Net pair
with coupling connections. CU-Net achieved state-of-the-art185

performance on human pose estimation. Isensee et al. proposed
a cascading 3D U-Net architecture in the case of large size im-
ages [43]. They adopted cascading 3D U-Net for minimizing
global context information loss since traditional U-Net adopted
patch-based feature extraction. Therefore, robust segmentation190

performance in medical images was achieved.

2.3. Difference of the proposed method from stacked U-Nets
The proposed method, CMU-Nets, has several differences

from existing stacked U-Nets. We illustrated the differences
between the existing stacked models and the CMU-Nets briefly195

in Fig. 1.

• The first difference is the purpose. Existing stacked or
cascaded U-Net studies aim to improve model perfor-
mance by organically connecting two or more U-Nets.
However, CMU-Nets aim to improve model performance200

especially for tasks with a limited amount of training sam-
ples. Therefore, CMU-Nets are comprised of pre-trained
U-Net modules, whereas conventional stacked U-Net is
trained with enough samples from scratch.

• The second is the role of individual U-nets. Each U-net205

in the conventional stacked U-Net has no specific role
by itself, whereas each U-Net in CMU-Nets is expected
to solve a specific image processing task. Although, the
task is finally trained with fine-tuning.

• The last and most important difference is their network210

structure. The proposed CMU-Nets has a novel struc-
ture between modular U-nets called inter-module skip-
connections. The proposed inter-module skip-connections
are important for achieving better performance as proved
experimentally in the later section.215

3. Cascading modular U-Nets (CMU-Nets)

The overall structure of the proposed method, CMU-Nets,
is illustrated in Fig. 2. CMU-Nets utilize U-Nets that were sug-
gested by Ronneberger at el. [8] for bio-medical image segmen-
tation. U-Net has two primary characteristics. First, U-Net’s220

structure is comprised of the contracting path and expanding
path structures for image-to-image conversion. The contracting
path in U-Net extracts context features through convolutions
and down-sampling (max-pooling) and the expanding path con-
tains up-sampling and de-convolutional layers. Second, U-Net225

adopts skip-connections for transmitting features from the con-
tracting path to the expanding path. The skip-connections in
U-Net induce more accurate localization in the expanding path.
According to these characteristics, U-Net has shown robust im-
age segmentation results. We were inspired by these character-230

istics of U-Net and we utilize them for designing CMU-Nets.

3.1. Pre-trained U-Net modules in CMU-Nets

CMU-Nets are comprised of pre-trained modular U-Net blocks.
Each modular U-Net conducts a specific images-to-image con-
version task, shown in Fig. 2. In this paper, CMU-Nets are op-235

timized for document image binarization. Therefore, we con-
sidered emulating traditional image processing techniques for
procuring the pre-trained U-Net modules. According to the
methods of the DIBCO participants, most of the document im-
age binarization systems use pre-processing for decreasing ob-240

stacles such as unnecessary noise [9, 18]. Similar to the general
image binarization systems, we designed our modular U-Net
blocks to target the same image processing techniques.

Before procuring pre-trained modular U-Nets, in the first
step, we should define which modules are needed. In our case,245

our final goal is document image binarization and thus we pre-
pare five image pre-processing modules, dilation, erosion, histogram-
equalization, Canny-edge, and Otsu’s binarization [4]. Like
Fig. 2, we build a standard U-Net for realizing modular U-Nets,
and then we train the U-Nets using a large generic image dataset250

that is external to DIBCO. According to this process, we secure
five pre-trained U-Nets in this paper.

3.2. Cascading structure in CMU-Nets

The basic idea of the proposed CMU-Nets is to cascade sev-
eral pre-trained modular U-Nets and conduct a fine-tuning pro-255

cess. One of the most important points to be considered for
CMU-Nets is how to cascade the modular U-Nets. We can de-
scribe cascading U-Net modules as assembling bricks for con-
structing a building. When constructing the CMU-Nets, we
should consider the order that the bricks should be used. In our260

system, the optimal order of the pre-trained modules is found
through experimental results.

3.3. Selective inter-module skip-connections in CMU-Nets

Simply cascading U-Nets can cause the information to be
lost between modules. This phenomenon can cause deteriora-265

tion or excessive processing of noise removal in a portion of
the foreground in the image. Therefore, to solve this problem,
we applied inner skip-connections of U-Net to the cascading
U-Nets.

Inner skip-connections in U-Net are utilized for transfer-270

ring the features of contracting path layers to expanding path
layers. In U-Net, according to this process, precise image re-
composition can be conducted. Due to the strength of the inner
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Figure 1: The difference between the proposed method and a conventional stacked U-Net
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Figure 2: Concept of the proposed method. Individual U-Net modules are
trained for specific image processing tasks. Then, they are cascaded and con-
nected with inter-module skip-connections. The inter-module skip-connections
are omitted here for simplicity.

skip-connections, cascaded U-Nets with skip-connections be-
tween modules have been proposed [42]. The features of the275

previous U-Net modules also can be transferred by utilizing
inter-module skip-connections as an inner skip-connections.

As shown in Fig. 3, there are three possible strategies of
cascading modular U-Nets: (a) simple cascading, (b) cascad-
ing with dense inter-module skip-connections, and (c) cascad-280

ing with selective inter-module skip connections.
The inter-module skip-connections are able to transfer in-

formation that can be lost within individual U-Nets. However,
using a dense inter-module skip-connection scheme might carry
excessive information and can be difficult to train. Therefore,285

we use a selective inter-module skip-connection strategy for
the proposed CMU-Nets. In the experimental results in Sec-
tion 4, we compare the proposed selective inter-module skip-
connection strategy with a dense one to confirm this.

(a) Simple cascading

(b) Dense inter-module skip-connections

(c) Selective inter-module skip-connections

Figure 3: Strategies for cascading U-Nets with inter-module skip-connections.

4. Experimental results290

4.1. Dataset for document image binarization

The total number of DIBCO and H-DIBCO images is about
20 images per year, for a total of 116 images. An example of
each DIBCO and H-DIBCO dataset is shown in Fig. 4. Even
though we utilize all DIBCO and H-DIBCO images for fine-295

tuning, the number of these images is insufficient for conduct-
ing a fine-tuning task. Therefore, we cropped and resized the
DIBCO and H-DIBCO images to 256×256. From this, 100 im-
ages from each DIBCO and H-DIBCO are extracted for the
training sets, and we obtained a total of 900 images for fine-300

tuning. For a fair evaluation of each DIBCO and H-DIBCO
competition, a leave-one-year-out strategy is taken for the fine-
tuning. For example, when evaluating the H-DIBCO 2016 dataset,
100 images from each competition other than H-DIBCO 2016
are used as the training set. This is repeated for each compe-305

tition evaluation. In other words, the fine-tuning is only done
using images independent from the test set.
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Figure 4: Examples of all DIBCO and H-DIBCO datasets from 2009 to 2018.
Images from upper left to lower right correspond to the result image of the
DIBCO 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, and 2018.

(a) Original (b) Equalized (c) Dilation

(d) Erosion (e) Binarization (f) Canny edge

Figure 5: Examples of the COCO-Text images for the modular U-Nets.

4.2. Dataset for pre-training

Due to the limited amount of images, optimizing a binariza-
tion system by utilizing only the DIBCO images is a challeng-310

ing task. For many machine learning methods, there is usually a
focus on data augmentation. However, in the proposed method,
we do not need to secure a large number of document binariza-
tion specific images, since we can train the U-Net modules on
a dataset that is more easy to secure.315

Thus, before training CMU-Nets, we obtained images for
training the pre-trained U-Net modules. An advantage of using
the proposed modular U-Nets is the ability to utilize transfer
learning using only a small number of DIBCO and H-DIBCO
images to enhance the binarization performance. In this exper-320

iment, we used the COCO-Text [44] dataset for training the U-
Net modules. Using the COCO-Text images, we created 10,000
images using Canny-edge, histogram-equalization, erosion, di-
lation, and the Otsu’s binarization methods for each module.
An example of an image in the created dataset is shown in325

Fig. 5.
The ground truth for the specific image processing modules

is as follows. We set the kernel size to 2×2 for the dilation and
erosion data. This kernel size is selected so that the respec-
tive modular U-Net learns the minimum morphological trans-330

formation. Furthermore, we utilized a module for histogram-
equalization, which makes the histogram of the values uniform.
There are variants of histogram-equalization techniques, such
as adaptive histogram-equalizat-ion, contrast limited adaptive

histogram equalization (CLAHE) [3], multi-peak histogram equal-335

ization (MPHE) [45], and multi-purpose beta optimized bi-histogram
equalization (MBOBHE) [46]. These variants show the robust
redistributing performance of the brightness values. However,
we decided to use a simple histogram-equalization method to
train our modular U-Net. The reason is that the final purpose340

of the proposed system is the document image binarization and
not histogram-equalization, specifically.

4.3. Experimental environment

The experimental conditions for model training are as fol-
lows. For procuring pre-trained U-Net modules, each U-Net345

module is trained for 40,000 iterations using batches of 4. The
fine-tuning for optimizing the cascading U-Nets is performed
10,000 steps using batches of 4. The size of all used images is
256×256.

The basic architecture of the single modular U-Net is based350

on the original U-Net. In the contracting path, we adopted 3×3
convolution blocks, a ReLU activation function, and 2×2 max-
pooling with stride 2. In the expanding path, our modular U-
Nets operate the reverse process of the contracting path with
concatenating inner skip-connections. The output of each mod-355

ular U-Net is a grayscale image. The result of the binarization
U-Net module is binary and thus the range of the output value
is 0 or 1. The number of convolutional layers in each modular
U-Net is 13. In the proposed method, we use four modular U-
Nets with 6 inter-module skip-connections. We applied Adam360

optimizer [47] for model training with an initial learning rate
of 0.0001. We used a sigmoid activation function in the output
layer of CMU-Nets. The final results use a threshold of 0.5 on
the output.

4.4. Evaluation criteria of DIBCO365

The DIBCO and H-DIBCO have standard metrics and eval-
uation criteria for each respective competition [48]. In recent
competitions, DIBCO adopted four criteria, F-measure (FM),
pseudo-F-measure (Fps) [49], Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR),
and Distance Reciprocal Distortion measure (DRD) [50]. We370

explain these criteria briefly for understanding the following
quantitative results.

FM is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Accord-
ing to comparison between the output image and the ground
truth image, we can calculate the FM value. However, in [49],375

Ntirogiannis et al. mentioned that pixel-based evaluation mea-
sures such as FM can cause poorly binarized images with bro-
ken characters and false alarms to obtain higher precision and
recall value than a better binarized image. The Fps is sug-
gested to overcome erroneous pixel-based evaluation method380

by weighing the distance between foreground and background
boundary pixels. The PSNR evaluates the amount of noise in
the result compared to a result image and a ground truth image.
If the PSNR value is high, there is more similarity between the
ground truth and the result image. DRD can be used to mea-385

sure the visual distortion specific for images. It is associated
with human visual perception and measures distortion of every
pixel.
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Negative Rate Metric (NRM) and Misclassification Penalty
Metric (MPM) are depreciated measures that are no longer used390

by current DIBCO competitions. They are only used for report-
ing comparison results to older DIBCO winners.

4.5. Quantitative evaluations

We compare the quantitative results of the proposed method
with the previous DIBCO and H-DIBCO competition winners395

and other reported state-of-the-art results. Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
consist of comparative results for DIBCO and H-DIBCO sepa-
rated by year. We divided the tables according to the evaluation
criteria applied by DIBCO and H-DIBCO. In addition, Table 5
is separated to effectively compare the results of recent datasets.400

Note, the results of DIBCO 2015 is missing since DIBCO was
not held in 2015.

In these tables, there are the results of Otsu’s method [4]
and Sauvola and Pietikäinen [12] reported by DIBCO and H-
DIBCO. The results of Howe’s method [31] are based on image405

processing techniques. The results from Vo et al. [51], Guo et
al. [52], He and Schomaker [53], and Zhao et al. [54] method
are based on ANNs.

The proposed method has the highest performance in 27 out
of 36 evaluation criteria and has significant performance im-410

provements compared to the previous winners’ results. Accord-
ing to the results from Table 1 to Table 5, we obtained an aver-
age FM of 94.50±4.79% and an average Fps of 95.12±3.50%.
The largest performance improvement between the proposed
and the previous winner’s method was in H-DIBCO 2012. The415

performance difference between the proposed and the previous
winner’s method was 5.69 in FM. Also, the largest performance
improvement in Fps was 6.26. In Table 5, we added the results
of the conventional single U-Net in DIBCO 2018. Also, we
demonstrate the results of simply cascading U-Nets and CMU-420

Nets with dense inter-modules skip-connections in Section 5.1.

4.6. Qualitative evaluations

The qualitative results are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. The
examples in Fig. 6 are from recent competitions in which the
winners use modern methods and the examples in Fig. 7 are425

older competitions. The figures consist of the original images,
the ground truth images, the competition winner’s result im-
ages, and the proposed method’s result images. According to
the figures, we demonstrate that the proposed method performed
better compared to the previous competition winners’ methods.430

In Fig. 6, we can especially confirm that the proposed method
has a significant performance improvement on binarization in
the most recent DIBCO datasets. The reason for this is due to
the recent datasets having more noisy images with more room
for improvement when compared to the older datasets.435

Furthermore, we can confirm that the proposed method can
handle various kinds of noise in document images. In the case
of Fig. 6 (a), the proposed method erases the stain and is able
to extract the blurred character areas when compared to the
DIBCO 2018 winner’s results. In the next example, Fig. 6 (b),440

the proposed method demonstrates robust binarization perfor-
mance on bleed-through images. Finally, in Fig. 6 (c), the pro-
posed method is able to erase the perpendicular line, especially
when compared to the competition winner.

In the case of Fig. 7, the proposed method also demonstrates445

good binarized results. However, we could not find a large per-
formance difference in the case of the older DIBCO and H-
DIBCO datasets. The reason is due to the older DIBCO and H-
DIBCO datasets consisting of document images with less noise
compared to recent DIBCO and H-DIBCO datasets. In addi-450

tion, the qualitative results of the older DIBCO and H-DIBCO
were not introduced sufficiently.

4.7. Results for types of noise

In this section, we demonstrate the binarized results on var-
ious types of noise. There are five types of noise in the DIBCO455

and H-DIBCO datasets, non-document regions, bleed-through,
texture, luminance, and stains. Fig. 8 demonstrates the results
of the proposed method on examples of documents with these
types of noise. According to the Fig. 8, it can be observed that
the proposed method is effective in removing the noise while460

preserving the text.

5. Ablation study

5.1. Analysis of the inter-module skip-connections

In this section, we evaluate the proposed inter-module skip-
connections and justify why they should be used in CMU-Nets.465

Before justifying the proposed inter-module skip-connections,
we compared the result images between CMU-Nets without any
inter-module skip-connections and a conventional single U-Net
in Fig. 9. When we trained the CMU-Nets without any inter-
module skip-connections, we pre-trained with the COCO-Text470

dataset and fine-tuning with DIBCO datasets. The pre-training
process using the COCO-Text dataset is conducted using only
binarized label images. We followed the same training con-
ditions in this fine-tuning when we fine-tuned our proposed
method.475

According to Fig. 9, we confirmed that there is tiny per-
formance improvement between a conventional U-Net and the
CMU-Nets without any inter-module skip-connections. The de-
graded case of the CMU-Nets without the inter-module skip-
connections compared with a conventional U-Net is shown in480

Fig. 10. Furthermore, since the CMU-Nets contain four con-
ventional U-Nets, training the CMU-Nets by using only a bina-
rized COCO-Text dataset is difficult compared a conventional
U-Net. Therefore, we confirmed that training the CMU-Nets
without inter-module skip-connections is not efficient compared485

with a conventional U-Net and using separately pre-trained U-
Net modules helps the model training of cascaded U-Nets mod-
els.

Also, we demonstrate the quantitative results compared with
the results of using no inter-module skip-connections and dense490

inter-module skip-connections in Table 6. The dense inter-module
skip-connection approach uses skip-connections between each
expanding path layer and each contracting path layer of the
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Table 1: Comparative Results on DIBCO 2009 and H-DIBCO 2010

Year Method FM PSNR NRM MPM

2009

Otsu [4] 82.17 15.06 5.63 13.86
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [12] 87.26 16.69 6.61 3.39
Guo et al. [52] 83.31 16.64 – –
Zhao et al. [54] 94.10 20.30 – –
Competition winner [9] 91.24 18.66 4.31 0.55
Proposed 96.67 20.91 2.45 0.41

2010

Otsu [4] 85.27 17.51 9.77 1.35
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [12] 75.30 15.96 16.31 1.96
Guo et al. [52] 86.75 17.93 – –
Zhao et al. [54] 94.03 21.12 – –
Competition winner [10] 91.50 19.78 5.98 0.49
Proposed 95.90 21.69 2.74 0.33

Table 2: Comparative Results on DIBCO 2011

Year Method FM PSNR DRD MPM

2011

Otsu [4] 82.1 15.7 9.0 –
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [12] 82.1 15.6 8.5 –
Howe [31] 91.7 19.3 3.5 –
Vo et al. [51] 93.3 20.1 2.0 –
Guo et al. [52] 83.82 16.50 6.55 –
He and Schomaker [53] 93.4 19.9 1.9 –
Zhao et al. [54] 93.8 20.3 1.8 –
Competition winner [55] 80.9 16.1 104.4 64.4
Proposed 95.5 19.9 1.8 0.5

Table 3: Comparative Results on H-DIBCO 2012 and DIBCO 2013

Year Method FM Fps PSNR DRD

2012

Otsu [4] 80.18 82.65 15.03 26.46
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [12] 82.89 87.95 16.71 6.59
Guo et al. [52] 86.40 89.00 17.86 4.67
Zhao et al. [54] 94.96 96.15 21.91 1.55
Competition winner [48] 89.47 90.18 21.80 3.44
Proposed 95.16 96.44 21.37 1.13

2013

Otsu [4] 83.94 96.52 16.63 10.98
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [12] 85.02 89.77 16.94 7.58
Howe [31] 91.3 91.7 21.3 3.2
Vo et al. [51] 94.4 96.0 21.4 1.8
Guo et al. [52] 82.35 85.16 17.37 8.09
Zhao et al. [54] 95.28 96.47 22.23 1.39
Competition winner [56] 92.12 94.19 20.68 3.10
Proposed 95.88 96.38 22.97 1.46
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(a) H-DIBCO 2018

(b) DIBCO 2017

(c) H-DIBCO 2016

Figure 6: Result images compared with the previous DIBCO and H-DIBCO winners from 2016 to 2018. Images in the columns from left to right correspond to the
original, the ground truth, the previous winner, and the proposed.
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Table 4: Comparative Results on H-DIBCO 2014

Year Method FM Fps PSNR DRD

2014

Otsu [4] 91.78 95.74 18.72 2.65
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [12] 86.83 91.80 17.63 4.90
Howe [31] 91.7 19.3 3.5 1.08
Vo et al. [51] 96.66 97.59 23.23 0.79
Guo et al. [52] 92.30 94.86 19.17 2.37
He and Schomaker [53] 95.9 97.2 22.1 0.9
Zhao et al. [54] 96.41 97.55 22.12 1.07
Competition winner [57] 96.88 97.65 22.66 0.902
Proposed 97.05 97.91 22.37 0.91

(a) H-DIBCO 2014 (b) DIBCO 2013

(c) H-DIBCO 2012 (d) DIBCO 2011

(e) H-DIBCO 2010 (f) DIBCO 2009

Figure 7: Result images compared with the previous DIBCO and H-DIBCO winners from 2009 to 2014. Images in the columns from left to right correspond to the
original, the ground truth, the previous winner, and the proposed.
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(a) Non-document regions (b) Bleed-through

(c) Texture (d) Luminance

(e) Stains

Figure 8: Binarization results of the proposed model according to the type of noise. Images in the columns from left to right correspond to the original, the ground
truth, and the result images.
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Table 5: Comparative Results on H-DIBCO 2016, 2018 and DIBCO 2017

Year Method FM Fps PSNR DRD

2016

Otsu [4] 86.61 88.67 17.80 7.46
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [12] 82.52 86.85 16.42 5.56
Vo et al. [51] 90.10 93.57 19.01 3.58
Guo et al. [52] 88.51 90.46 18.42 4.13
He and Schomaker [53] 91.4 94.3 19.6 2.9
Zhao et al. [54] 91.66 94.58 19.64 2.82
Competition winner [17] 87.61 91.28 18.11 5.21
Proposed 93.09 94.85 19.18 3.03

2017

Otsu [4] 77.73 77.89 13.85 15.54
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [12] 77.11 84.1 14.25 8.85
Zhao et al. [54] 90.73 92.58 17.83 3.58
Competition winner [58] 91.04 92.86 18.28 3.40
Proposed 91.57 93.55 15.85 2.92

2018

Otsu [4] 51.45 53.05 9.74 59.07
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [12] 67.81 74.08 13.78 17.69
Zhao et al. [54] 87.73 90.60 18.37 4.58
U-Net [8] 82.08 84.79 15.91 7.15
Competition winner [18] 88.34 90.24 19.11 4.92
Proposed 89.71 91.62 19.39 2.51

Figure 9: Comparative results between the CMU-Nets without any inter-
module skip-connections and a conventional single U-Nets. Images in the
columns from left to right correspond to the original image, the ground truth
image, the result image of single U-Net, and the result image of CMU-Nets
without any inter-module skip-connections.

Figure 10: Worse case of the CMU-Nets without inter-module skip-
connections. Images in the columns from left to right correspond to the original
image, the ground truth image, the result image of single U-Net, and the result
image of CMU-Nets without any inter-module skip-connections.

other modules. The model without inter-module skip-connections
lacks skip-connections between modules, however, they still495

contain intra-module skip-connections.
The skip-connections in the original U-Net can transfer use-

ful information that can be lost between layers. Due to this, we
considered a dense approach for inter-module skip-connections.
However, we found that using excessive (dense) inter-module500

skip-connections caused interference between modules. The
reason for this is because most layers of the modular U-Nets
are only relevant to their pre-trained task and might hinder the
performance of unrelated intermediate tasks. However, some
information is lost without the inter-module skip-connections,505

therefore, the more sparse approach from the proposed method
is more effective. According to Fig. 11, we demonstrate why
the proposed inter-module skip-connections are used in CMU-
Nets.

5.2. On the order of U-Net modules510

CMU-Nets should also consider the order of modules since
CMU-Nets utilize U-Net modules that are pre-trained for spe-
cific tasks. Therefore, the optimal order of traditional image
processing techniques must be found. However, to find another
good order to arrange the modules, we combined used four U-515

Net modules except for the canny-edge module regardless of
the optimal order. Fig. 12 demonstrates some of the results of
a different order of U-Net modules. In Fig. 12 (b), there is po-
tential for utilization for CMU-Nets’ order. However, since the
histogram-equalization module is located behind erosion and520

dilation modules, the module’s effect is not reflected well in
CMU-Nets. Also, according to Figs. 12 (c), (d), and (e), we rec-
ognized that two things in CMU-Nets for document image bi-
narization. First is that the erosion and dilation modules should
be adjoined for effective noise removal. Second is that the bi-525
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Table 6: Comparative results according to differences of inter-module skip-connections by using the DIBCO 2018 dataset for evaluation.

Method FM Fps PSNR DRD
Without inter-module connections 83.71 85.94 14.29 7.19
With dense inter-module connections 85.19 86.59 13.26 6.37
Proposed method 89.71 91.62 19.39 2.51

Figure 11: The reason why we adopt the proposed inter-module skip-connections in CMU-Nets. Images in the columns from left to right correspond to the original
image, the ground truth image, the image without skip-connections, the image by adopting dense inter-module skip-connections and the proposed method.

narization module should be placed at the last. We also found
that the Canny-edge module was not useful for the proposed
task. Since Canny-edge is an edge detector, it is not necessarily
useful for document image binarization.

6. Conclusion530

In this paper, we presented a method of document image
binarization by modularizing and cascading U-Nets. The pro-
posed method proved that the utilization of pre-trained mod-
ular U-Nets and the proposed scheme of inter-module skip-
connections in cascading U-Nets achieved robust binarization535

performance. The experiments were evaluated on all currently
existing DIBCO and H-DIBCO datasets. It was able to main-
tain an average FM of 94.50±4.79% and an average Fps of
95.12±3.50% for all DIBCO and H-DIBCO datasets. We demon-
strated that in order to solve the problem of the insufficient num-540

ber of training images, we adopted pre-trained modular U-Nets
by using a large unrelated dataset. Furthermore, we justified
some of the design choices, such as the proposed inter-module
skip-connection scheme and module order. In the future, we
hope to expand the ability of CMU-Nets to be used for other545

datasets and tasks.
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